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Abstract

Space-borne X-band synthetic aperture radars (SARs) provide a unique opportunity to
measure rainfall over land with unsurpassed spatial resolution of about few hundred meters.
This work explores the potential of space-borne X-SARs to estimate rainfall over land from
both a model and retrieval point of view. The main objective is to provide a framework for
a physically-based inversion of SARs measurements at X (9.6 GHz), Ku (14 GHz) and Ka
(30 GHz) band over land. A forward model of SAR response will be illustrated for X, Ku
and Ka bands. We will present an inversion methodology, a quantitative application to XSAR data of the SIR-C mission in 1994, and a qualitative application to TerraSAR-X data
over France, 2008.
Keywords: precipitation, synthetic aperture radar, retrieval, microwave modeling, cloud
model, System for Atmospheric Modeling.

Caratterizzazione degli effetti di precipitazione atmosferica sulla risposta di
radar spaziali ad apertura sintetica in banda X, Ku e Ka
Riassunto

I radar ad apertura sintetica (SARs) satellitari in banda X, offrono un’opportunità unica
di misurare il tasso di precipitazione a terra con una insuperata risoluzione di poche
centinaia di metri. Questo lavoro indaga queste potenzialità di misura, sia da un punto di
vista modellistico che sul campo, con lo scopo di sviluppare un framework per l’inversione
su base fisica di misure SARs in banda X (9.6 GHz), Ku (14 GHz) e Ka (30 GHz). Saranno
presentati un modello diretto che simula la risposta SAR nelle tre bande, e un metodo di
inversione. Inoltre, saranno presentate un’applicazione quantitativa con dati in banda X
della missione SIR-C del 1994 e una applicazione qualitativa con dati TerraSAR-X del
2008.
Parole chiave: precipitazioni, radar ad apertura sintetica, misura, modellizzazione a
micro-onde, modelli di nube, System for Atmospheric Modeling.

Introduction

Precipitation measurements are required to improve numerical weather prediction and
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water-resource management. Although precipitation measurements are widely available in
advanced countries, the measurement of precipitation over mountainous terrain and less
developed regions is still lacking [Ebert et al., 2007].
Much of our understanding of global precipitation has been provided by space-borne
passive microwave radiometric and infrared measurements [Marzano et al., 2004]. Spaceborne microwave radiometers have spatial resolution in excess of 10 km: this does not
allow detailed observations of hurricanes over oceans. Moreover their measurements of
rainfall over land rely on the scattering properties of ice in the upper regions of precipitating
clouds and, as showed by [Bennartz and Petty, 2001], for these sensors the relationship
between surface rainfall rates and the scattering properties of frozen hydrometeors is
problematic. On the other hand, space-borne passive infrared radiometers can give
information only on cloud top layer. These limitations can be overcome by space-based
radars operating at X or Ku band such as the Ku band Precipitation Radar (PR) aboard the
Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) [Iguchi et al., 2000]. Precipitation Radar
has provided unprecedented and unique precipitation measurements over land, however, if
significant shallow precipitation or rain cells smaller than 4 km occur, then PR may miss or
underestimate the intensity of such precipitation [Durden et al., 1998].
A new opportunity to measure precipitation from space may be afforded by the forthcoming
availability of several X-band Synthetic Aperture Radars (X-SARs). Several X-SARs, that
are now and will soon be placed in orbit, provide a new opportunity to measure precipitation
from space. The Constellation of Small Satellites for Mediterranean basin Observations
(COSMO-SkyMed or CSK) has been developed by the Agenzia Spaziale Italiana (ASI)
[Caltagirone et al., 2007]. Three of four of those satellites are already aloft. The TerraSARX (TSX) was launched on 2007 by the Deutsches Zentrum f. Luft u. Raumfahrt (DLR)
[Buckreuss et al., 2003]. Another X-SAR will be launched by DLR by 2009. The TecSAR
(SAR Technology Demonstration Satellite) was launched by the Israeli Ministry of Defense
on January 21, 2008 and the Korean Aerospace Research Institute (KARI) plans to launch
the KOrea Multi-PurposeSATellite–5 (KOMPSAT-5) near the end of the decade.
Space-borne X-SARs are not designed for atmospheric observation. On the other hand
there is theoretical and experimental evidence that X-SARs may be significantly affected
by precipitation occurrence within the field of view [Atlas and Moore, 1987; Ferrazzoli
and Schiavon, 1987]. The Shuttle Missions STS-59 and 68 of 1994 and the STS-99
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) of 2000 carried the first X-SAR along with
L and C band SARs [Jordan et al., 1995]. The high spatial resolution (less than 100 m)
of X-SARs can provide new insights into the structure of precipitating clouds. X-SAR
platforms could also significantly enhance the planned constellation of satellites carrying
microwave radiometers and radars that will be part of the forthcoming Global Precipitation
Measurements (GPM) mission. Another promising application of satellite X-SAR and
Ku-SAR is the observation of the Earth’s cryosphere by the CoRe-H2O Mission now in
development [Rott et al., 2007]. The Ku band is more sensitive to shallow snow, and the X
band offers a greater penetration so it is useful for measuring older snow. The CoRe-H2O
satellite mission could also be exploited to retrieve rain and frozen precipitation over ice
sheets and oceans.
This work describes the potential of space-borne X-SARs to estimate rainfall over land
from both a model and retrieval point of view. The main objective is to provide a framework
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for a physically-based inversion of SARs measurements at X (9.6 GHz), Ku (14 GHz)
and Ka (30 GHz) band over land. Previous works have already shown X-SARs potentials
for rainfall retrievals, but only recently there have been systematic approaches to design
quantitative inversion algorithms [Marzano et al., 2006, 2008]. We will concentrate on
SAR inversion over land in order to avoid the ambiguities of SAR response over oceans in
the presence of rainfall. An application of the forward model of SAR response described
in [Weinman and Marzano, 2008] will be illustrated for X, Ku and Ka bands, using
realistic input data. In particular we will use as precipitation profile the simulation data
of the cloud-resolving model System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) [Blossey et al.,
2007], and as electromagnetic signature of hydrometeors the regressions from the T-Matrix
radar scattering model of [Marzano et al., 2007] . Finally we will present an inversion
methodology, a quantitative application to X-SAR data of the SIR-C mission in 1994, and
a qualitative application to TerraSAR-X data over France, 2008.

Forward model of SAR response due to precipitation

In the presence of rainfall, the measured Normalized Radar Cross Section (NRCS) signal
total σSAR consists of the backscattering section σsrf from the surface and the volume
backscattering σvol from the precipitation given by:
v SAR ^ x, yh = v srf ^ x, yh + v vol ^ x, yh 61@
with x and y the cross-track and the along-track direction in a Cartesian coordinate system
at ground, z the altitude.
We will consider the cross-track sections x-z, assuming that the along-track resolution ∆y
has been achieved by means of a proper SAR processing algorithm (we can estimate ∆y ≅
264 m, [Marzano and Weinman, 2008]).

Figure 1 - View of the SAR response model showing the frozen and
liquid precipitation cross section. The shape of the rain-cloud is
chosen for simplicity of representation.

A simple numerical model of the NRCS from a horizontally finite cloud, consisting of
layers of rain and frozen hydrometeors, is depicted in Figure 1. [Weinman and Marzano,
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2008]) The meaning of [1] will be discussed in the next sections.

Precipitation cross-section models

Nadir-pointing radars measure the vertical profile of precipitation; however we need to
model the atmospheric cross section in the x-z plane for oblique viewing SARs. To keep the
problem simple, in [Weinman and Marzano, 2008] we have assumed that the precipitation
rate R(x,z) [mm/h] can be described as:
R ^ x, z h = H ^ xh : V ^ zh 62@
where V(z) is vertical distribution of rainfall and H(x) represents the horizontal variation
of V(z). The variability of V(z) [mm/h] may be quite high due to cloud microphysics and
dynamical evolution. A parameterized convection model of V(z) based on isopleths of equal
probabilities of occurrence was obtained from measured contoured frequency by altitude
diagrams (CFAD) [Yuter et al., 1995]. For the horizontal variability we have defined a set
of basic normalized (between 0 and 1) functions H(x) representing a single rain-cloud cell.
This set is composed of uniform, exponential or Gaussian functions varying with ground
range position and width or standard deviation. In the case of a rain-cloud cluster, several
cells can be created by superimposing several basic cell shapes. Figure 2 shows an example
of a uniform-shaped rain cloud with a vertical profile V(z) characterized by V(0) of ∼16
mm/h, cloud height of ∼15 km and a freezing level around 4.6 km, above which frozen
precipitation is assumed. In the same figure the Uniform shape function H(x) is also shown
with a width of ∼8 km.

Figure 2 - Modeled rain-cloud cell with a freezing level at 4.63 km, indicated by a dashed line. (Left
panel) Vertical rain profile V(z) with 16 mm/h at ground and top height of 15 km; (Right panel)
Precipitation distribution H(x) assuming a uniform shape (cloud height 15 km and width 8 km).
The limits of the 2-D scenario are also represented (38 km horizontally and 20 km vertically.)

SAR response model due to precipitation

In order to model the SAR response, for simplicity we can resort to a plane-wave incidence
approximation, as schematically depicted in Figure 1. The error due to the plane-wave
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approximation, compared to the spherical geometric case, is ~ 0.2 km [Marzano and
Weinman, 2008]. A rectilinear coordinate l-t in the cross-track plane x-z may be defined such
that l is the longitudinal coordinate along the plane-wave direction and t is the transverse
coordinate with respect to l. The SAR returns are computed at each x position, which is the
position of the incidence of each plane-wave direction on the surface. Thus, for a given y
and resolution ∆y, we can express [1] along the cross-track axis x as:
v srf ^ xh = v 0 ^ xh : $ L1 7 Dl1 ^ xhA.
v vol ^ xh = sin ^ih :

2

# h ^th : $ L 7 Dl ^ xhA.
2

2

2

63@

dt

Dt ^ x h

where σ0 is the surface radar cross-section coefficient, η is the radar volume reflectivity,
{L1[Δl1(x)]} is the one-way loss factor for a path within hydrometeors ending at the
soil, {L2[Δl2(x)]} is the one-way loss factor for a path within hydrometeors ending at the
scattering slice (both dimensionless quantities between 0 and 1), θ is the off-nadir angle
[deg], whereas ∆l and ∆t are the longitudinal (radial) and transverse path increments along
the incident direction l and the orthogonal (transverse) one t, respectively. The scattering
volume occurs within a slice of oblique thickness ∆r in the direction of propagation.
After some geometrical and physical considerations, we can derive an explicit formula from
(3) where the specific attenuation coefficient k [dB/km] is explicitly expressed [Marzano
and Weinman, 2008]. It is worth noting that: i) the parameters η and k depend, in general,
on both x and z; ii) the cross section of the underlying surface, σ0(x), is assumed to be the
same as that for the neighboring regions; iii) the angle θ should actually be the incidence
angle at the surface and not the angle from nadir.
The relationship between the microwave main parameters η(x,z) and k(x,z) and the
precipitation rate R(x,z) significantly depend on the particle size distribution, shape and
composition. In our study, we have avoided modeling this microphysical parameterization
by resorting to model-oriented regression formulas having a power law form:
k ^ x, z h = a : 7 R ^ x, z hA
5
h ^ x, z h = r : 4 K
m

2

b

5
d
: % c : 7 R ^ x , z hA / = r : 4 K
m

2

: Ze ^ x, z h

64@

where Ze(x,z)=c•[R(x,z)]d is the Rayleigh-equivalent reflectivity factor [mm6/m3], K is
the particle dielectric complex factor (with |K|2 equal to about 0.93 for water and 0.19
for ice) and a, b, c and d are usually empirical coefficients depending on the wavelength,
polarization and precipitation regime. While in [Weinman and Marzano, 2008] the four
empirical coefficients were obtained by [Ulaby et al., 1981], in this work we have obtained
them both from literature [Ulaby et al., 1981; Doviak et al., 1993; Delrieu et al., 2000] and
from the T-Matrix radar scattering model described in [Marzano et al., 2007], which was used
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Figure 3 - Attenuation k [dB/km] and reflectivity factor Ze [dBZ] at X band (9.6 GHz) at horizontal
polarization, obtained from a T-Matrix model for rain and literature (Table 1).

to simulate polarimetric signatures of several hydrometeor classes. An example of
comparison between T-Matrix and literature results is shown in Figure 3 and Table 1 - Table
2. The latter tables provide regression coefficients for rain at X band (Table 1, including
comparisons with literature) and at Ku/Ka band (Table 2). The retrieved parameters agree
with Zhang and Moayeri [1999].
Table 1 - Parameters of eq. [4] for rain at
polarization (Figure 3).
a
b
c
d

T-Matrix
0.0129
1.1151
631.67
1.2314

Ulaby [‘91]
0.0087
1.10
300
1.35

X band at horizontal

Doviak [‘93]
1.0 E-2
1.21
400
1.4

Delrieu [‘00]
1.02 E-2
1.18
380
1.53

Table 2 - Parameters of eq. [4] for rain at Ka and Ku band at horizontal
polarization.
a
b
c
d

T-Matrix Ku band
0.0408
1.0679
851.24
1.2049

T-Matrix Ka band
0.2083
1.0106
803.07
1.0598

For sake of simplicity we have shown only the coefficients for “Rain” hydrometeors model,
omitting the tables and figure relative to the frozen ones. An example of the SAR response
for the three bands due to the Uniform-shaped cell system of Figure 2 is shown in Figure
4.
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Figure 4 - NRCS for X, Ku and Ka band at horizontal polarization for the rain cell of
Figure 2, using the T-Matrix derived regression parameters of Table 1 and Table 2. We can
notice the enhanced backscattering due to frozen precipitation and the attenuation due to
rain.

The NRCS behavior can be better understood if we also refer to Figure 1. The increase of
the NRCS to the left of the cloud depends only on the frozen hydrometeors content at the
top of the cloud (incidence points between xi and x0 in Figure 1), slightly decreased by the
rain attenuation (incidence points between x0 and xL in Figure 1). The NRCS to the right
depends mainly on the slant path attenuation by rain (incidence points between x0 and xR in
Figure 1). The transition regions between x0 and xL (from pure frozen precipitation to rain
echoes) and between xR and xf (from rain to frozen precipitation echoes) explain the rate of
the observed NRCS.
The simple precipitation model, previously described, can be made more sophisticated by
using a high-resolution cloud resolving models. Among the latter we enumerate: i) the
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF); ii) the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) by
NASA [Marzano and Roberti, 2003]; iii) the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM).
In this work we have focused our attention to the last one. Our purpose is to use SAM
derived SAR forward model as controlled test case and for sensitivities analysis of the SAR
inverse model retrieval algorithm. The SAM scheme [Blossey et al., 2007] is a 3-D high
resolution cloud-resolving model that simulates the distribution of several hydrometeors
(Cloud liquid, Cloud Ice, Rain, Snow, Graupel) at 250-m bin resolution. These distributions
are expressed as water content W(x,y,z) [g/m3], so we have modified [4] substituting R(x,z)
with W(x,z) and recalculating the T-Matrix regression parameters for the modified model.
These parameters are expressed in Table 3. Moreover this approach is more suitable to
work with both rain and frozen hydrometeors. In this context the electromagnetic model
of the spatial precipitation cell is the sum of the single electromagnetic contribution of
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the considered hydrometeor (Cloud Ice, Rain, Snow, Graupel). An example of a vertical
section, obtained by means of a SAM numerical simulation, is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6
summarizes the NRCS for X, Ku and Ka band obtained using the SAM section of Figure 5
and the T-Matrix derived regression parameters of Table 3.
Table 3 - Parameters of eq. [4] modified for water content at X, Ku and Ka band at horizontal
polarization.
Rain
a
b
c
d

59609.38808299
1.246263737498019
0.809044556052094
1.142802575271156

a
b
c
d

73203.33348981
1.223232819148559
2.160136024105354
1.101167163029798

a
b
c
d

41380.1446361356
1.094886678454241
8.993768318816436
1.048999142467880

Graupel
Snow
T-Matrix X band
255040.24397915
461153.52455698
1.173615909088811 1.859581940506648
1.406570264486009 0.619721542732878
1.133187881090441
1.117110741652508
T-Matrix Ku band
35492.087748070
359951.79098505
1.194594429419722 1.784405109156698
4.738269861122385
1.711911794072232
1.131914393241150
1.207395115633747
T-Matrix Ka band
39439.6114088663
52975.8320227015
0.968393962425279 1.276490157603962
12.060496627928192 9.509838189778106
1.008501095877899 1.278306897228981

Cloud Ice
5071486.2826189
1.345557125143286
0
0
450662.25047090
1.335659595257576
0
0
96984.2517286901
1.193662953338140
4.886534669688601
1.226876174609459

Figure 5 - Water content distribution of several hydrometeors ( Cloud Ice, Rain, Snow, Graupel)
for a vertical section obtained from a System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) simulation.

SAR inversion technique for precipitation retrieval

The solution to equation [3] to obtain precipitation rates requires the extraction of path-
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integrated quantities. In our work we have considered two different inversion approaches:
the Model-Oriented Statistical (MOS) method [Marzano and Weinman, 2008] and the
Volterra Integral Equation (VIE) method [Pichugin and Spiridonov, 1991; Marzano and
Weinman, 2008]. Only the VIE algorithm will be described in this note.

Figure 6 - NRCS for X, Ku and Ka band at horizontal polarization for the rain cell of Figure
5, using the T-Matrix derived regression parameters of Table 3.

The SAR scattering equation in [1] and [3], for vertically-uniform rainfall distributions, can
be rewritten as a linear VIE of the second kind. The analytical derivation of the linear VIE
is detailed in [Marzano and Weinman, 2008] and its final form is:
J x
N
K
^
h
^
h
# K ^ x, sh : O s ds +
# K ^ x, sh : O s dsOOO 65@
K
x + z / 7sin ^ih : cos ^ihA
Lx
P
where the unknown function O(x) is the two-way opacity function which account for
attenuation, K(x,s) is the kernel, and it is function of geometry, O(x) and σ0(x), f0(x) is
function of geometry, O(x), σSAR(x) and σ0(x), while C is a constant which depends by
the incident angle θ and the exponential models [4] of η(x,z) and k(x,z), which have been
expressed as function of O(x). The points xf and zh are indicated in Figure 1. The solution
of [5] can be accomplished by means of a backward iteration, as discussed in [Marzano
and Weinman, 2008]. The VIE approach can be extended to the vertically inhomogeneous
precipitation distribution R(x,z) by exploiting the parameterized model introduced in [2].
The overall approach is illustrated in Figure 7. The first step (pre-processing) is a pixelby-pixel scan of the σSAR(x) to detect rain-clouds and their geometry. From this step, using
a database of forward model simulated data, we can estimate the shape function H(x). A
next step reduces the problem to an equivalent vertically-homogeneous rainfall problem.
By analyzing a wide set of σ SAR simulated profiles, generated by the NRCS forward
xf

O ^ xh = f0 ^ xh + cos 2 ^ih : C : K

f

h
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model, it appears that the incident wave in the right half of the cloud covers a
different path in the rain and frozen precipitation layers. Assuming known the shape
function H(x), we can deal with a difference SAR signal ∆σSAR(x c) [dB], defined by
the difference between the surface

Figure 7 - Schematic view of the Volterra Integral Equation (VIE) algorithm where σSAR(x) are the
available SAR cross-track measurements and R(x,z) are the estimated precipitation rate.

background σ0(x) and the value σSAR(xc)computed at the last value xc along the x axis
experiencing rain path attenuation (Fig. 1). If activated by the algorithm, the frozen
precipitation compensation uses the signal ∆σSAR(xc) to compensate σSAR(x) for
the positions x corresponding to mixed-phased path (from xd to xc), by means of an
empirical correction factor Fc(x) [dB]:
Fc ^ xh = as :

2
Dv SAR ^ xch ^
Dv SAR ^ xch ^
: x - xch + bs :
: x - xch 66@
^ xR - xL h
^ xR - xL h 2

where xL and xR are the estimates [km] of the left and right coordinate of the precipitationcloud. The coefficients as and b s have been empirically determined from model
simulations and are as = 0.8 and b s = -0.2. The frozen precipitation compensation of
σ SAR is not required when the rain-clouds are wide enough in comparison with the
height. The parabolic compensation Fc(x) in [6] needs some adjustment if the optical
ray also exits from the rain layer due to the lack of rain path attenuation [Marzano and
Weinman, 2008]. After constructing an effective SAR profile σ SAReff(x), it is possible
to apply the VIE approach, using the rain constants and the freezing level to compute
η(x), k(x) and Re(x). The latter can be interpreted as a mean value of each rain-cloud
column at a given position x. Using an empirical factor cr, again derived from various
model simulations, we can derive the precipitation intensity at ground Vrain(0) and
reconstruct the entire vertical profile V(z):
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Vt rain ^0h : H ^ xh = cr : Rt e ^ xh
Vrain/snow ^ z h = Vtrain(0) : f ^ z h

6 7@

where f(z) are two polynomial functions of estimated vertical cloud geometry [Marzano
and Weinman, 2008]. Finally, the normalized precipitation rate distribution R(x,z) is found
from [2] through:
Rt ^ x, yh = cr : Rt e ^ xh : :V ^ z h /Vt ^0hD 68@
The described technique requires single-frequency data, and can be used for typical SAR
observation, that commonly are single-band. The multi-frequency approach can be used
in the presence of SAR at different band observing the same scene (e.g. CoRe-H2O
Mission). The multi-frequency integration for precipitation retrievals needs to be further
investigated.

Precipitation retrievals and signatures from X-SAR data

As a first application, we have considered satellite data acquired during the X-SAR/SIR-C
mission in 1994, even though no ground validation of the rain retrievals was available. In
the following section we will compare an X-SAR signature of rainfall with a ground-based
weather radar measurement.

Rain retrievals from X-SAR/SIR-C data

The SIR-C/X-SAR had a central wavelength of 3.1 cm, a swath width from 15 to 40
km (depending on the acquisition mode), a bandwidth between 10 and 40 MHz, a pulse
repetition frequency of 1.4 and 1.7 kHz, a data rate of 45 Mbit/s and a vertically polarized
mechanically-pointing slotted waveguide antenna of dimensions of 12x0.4 m2. At an
orbital altitude of 225 km and a look angle range between 17° and 63° off-nadir, the ground
resolution was about 30x30 m2 [Jordan et al., 1995].
In this work a case study in Bangladesh has been considered. For this case study the local
incident angle was not available so we have considered the constant nominal angle of 30
[deg]. The SAR image exhibits a quite homogeneous background that fulfills our assumption
of a constant σ0 within the described stage of SAR forward model.
The left panel of Figure 8 shows the measured X-SAR NRCS calibrated map over Noakhali
(Bangladesh). The image was acquired on April 18, 1994 at 5:43:26 GMT (Data take ID:
143.52) with latitude/longitude of 22.8° N / 91.2° E at the image center. The X-SAR image
was spatially averaged to a pixel size of ~ 300 m and the surface background NRCS σ0
was inferred to be about –10 dB using rain-free areas in the same region. The upper right
hand part of this image shows an isolated, moderately tall rain cell that mainly attenuates
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radiation on its way to and from the surface (A-A′). The lower part of the image shows a
distributed mesoscale convective system, characterized by a “scattering plume” sheared to
the left (B-B′).

Figure 8 - X-SAR image of the NRCS produced by convective rain cells around Noakhali,
Bangladesh (22.8°N, 91.2°E) on 18 April, 1994 05:43 UTC. A-A’ and B-B’ are two cloud
transects (Left panel). Retrieved surface rainfall rate distributions [mm/h] (Middle panel).
Profiles of precipitation retrieved along sections A-A′ and B-B′ (Right panel).

The middle panel of Figure 8 shows the retrieved surface precipitation. A cross-track
elongation of the retrieved rainfall pattern may be due to estimation errors at the cell edges,
or to possible uncertainties in the incidence angle.
The right panel of Figure 8 shows the retrieved precipitation cross-section along the lines
in the left panel, derived from the inversion algorithm. Coherently it provides a cross-track
vertical section which is limited to about 5.5 km for the rain cell (A-A′) and up to 9 km for
the mixed-phase cell characterized by precipitating ice and water (B-B′).

Rain signature from TerraSAR-X data

The new satellite X-SAR such as TerraSAR-X or COSMO-SkyMed can provide us new
case studies, especially where the presence of ground radars or rain-gauge networks
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allows the validation of the retrieved rainfall.
A first case study is shown in Figure 9. A TSX ScanSAR image at VV polarization is
compared to an image from the C-band Meteo-France operational WR situated at Trappes,
scanning at about a 0.4° elevation angle on March 16, 2008 at 17:42 UTC. The scene is
located at about 48.0°N x 1.0°E. The background image without rain at HH polarization,
obtained on March 19, 2008 at 06:09 UTC, is also shown. Note that the co-polar NRCS
difference between HH and VV response is of the order of few decibels both over bare soils
and over boreal forests (depending on the soil moisture content and stem volume).
The very bright areas on the TSX are mainly due to urban areas, while the Loire river
basin is the black serpentine curve (i.e., low NRCS values due to quasi-specular reflection
over water) dividing both the images almost in two. Only on the left one, collected during
a rainfall, the comparison between the two TSX images clearly reveals the signature of
a rainfall squall-line along the Loire river basin (elliptic area). As expected, the X-SAR
NRCS due to rainfall tends to be reduced, mainly due to the two-way path attenuation. No
backscattering enhancement (Fig. 1) of the X-SAR return with respect to the “background”
NCRS is detectable from Figure. 9.

Figure 9 - Comparison of a quick-look TSX VV-polarized ScanSAR image (in arbitrary
units) of rain, collected on March 16, 2008 at 17:42 UTC in south-west of Paris near
Orleans (~48°N x 1°E) and enclosed in the white ellipse (upper left), with MeteoFrance
operational radar situated at Trappes (lower left) scanning at a 0.4° elevation angle
on March 16, 2008 at 17:40 UTC. The HH polarized background, obtained on March
19, 2008 at 06:09 UTC with no rain, is shown on the right. The thick continuous line
indicates the TSX flight direction, whereas the thick dashed line is the range coordinate
axis; the swath dimension is also shown.
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The WR image supports the evidence of a rain-cloud presence. From radiosonde sounding
(launched at 12 and 24 UTC in Trappes) the freezing level within the TSX observed scene is
expected to be around 1.5 km so that some melting effects on WR measurements may also
be present, considering that the scene itself is about 100 km far from the Trappes C-band
radar (only the WR antenna side-lobes may have passed through rain or the melting layer).
The correspondence between the TSX image and the corresponding radar image suggests
that the TSX could be used to identify and estimate even moderate rain rates (above few
millimeters per hour), even though the uncertainty of the surface NCRS may significantly
degrade this sensitivity.

Conclusions

Unlike space-based near-nadir viewing radars, X-SARs will mainly measure the
slant-path integrated scattering and attenuation of precipitation in orthogonal oblique
directions. The algorithms to retrieve rainfall distributions from their data are thus
more convoluted.
A microwave model for simulating NRCS SAR response was set up in this work with
the purpose to train and analyze the proposed X-SAR retrieval algorithms. As in all rainfall
retrievals from single-frequency radar [Iguchi et al., 2000], some simplifying assumptions
were needed. The surface below the rain-cloud was modeled as a flat terrain with a constant
σ0. The size distribution of all hydrometeors and their microwave behavior was assumed to
be known. Regarding [Weinman and Marzano, 2008] in the present work we have used a
more realistic description of hydrometeor water contents by employing outputs from SAM
cloud-resolving model and by T-Matrix radar scattering model of [Marzano et al., 2007].
An inversion approach, based on the VIE, was presented and applied to a case
study from a 1994 X-SAR/SIR-C Shuttle Mission, showing a physically-consistent
retrieved rain structure. The VIE approach is a mathematically elegant way to treat
the SAR inverse problem, but it needs to be generalized to vertically- inhomogeneous
media to be useful in atmospheric applications [Marzano and Weinman, 2008].
Using synthetic data, this approach yielded a relative error budget within 20%,
except at the edge of the retrieved rain clouds.
We could not validate the retrieved rainfall because ground-based network data
were not available. Future work should address this crucial issue by focusing
on data from the recently launched X-SAR platforms, TSX and CSK. Another
important aspect will be the capability to treat rough terrain with variable surface
backgrounds within the X-SAR forward and the inverse model in order to consider
the local incident angle. The potential of using multi-frequency SAR measurements
of precipitation, such as at Ku and Ka band, needs to be investigated to reduce the
uncertainty the estimated rainfall parameters.
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